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Hiaki (also Yaqui, Jiaki, Yoeme) is a Uto-Aztecan language spoken in Sonora,
Mexico and in Arizona, United States5.

Full and clitic pronouns have different semantic and syntactic properties and do
NOT occur in complementary distribution.

A clitic form of the pronoun can co-occur with the corresponding full form that it
co-refers with.

Hiaki has full form and clitic pronouns4.

They have different underlying structures instead of being allomorphs of the same
underlying structure2.

(5) Inepo=ne
kaa in
haboli-ta
apola-ik
su’utoha-ø
1sgNOM=1sgNOM NEG 1GEN grandfather-ACC alone-ACC leave-PRES
“I cannot leave my grandfather alone.”

Introduction

Table 1 Nominative Full Pronouns4
Singular Plural
1st person
inepo
itepo
2nd person
empo
eme’e
3rd person
a’apo
vempo
(animate only)

Table 3 Nominative Clitic Pronouns4
Singular Plural
1st person
=ne
=te
2nd person
=ee
=‘em
3rd person
=ø
=(i)m/=ø
(animate or
inanimate)
Table 4 Accusative Clitic Pronouns4
Singular Plural
1st person
2nd person
3rd person
aa=
am=
(animate or
inanimate)

Table 2 Accusative Full Pronouns4
Singular Plural
1st person
nee
itom
2nd person
enchi
enchim
3rd person
apo’ik vempo’im
(animate only)

The absence of 1st or 2nd person accusative clitic pronouns in Hiaki constitute a
paradigmatic gap that needs to be explained.
Syntactic Source of Gap: Clitics in Hiaki must have 1st and 2nd person features
valued. This valuing cannot take place in accusative clitic contexts.
Person Features : Only T can value person features6
First person: [Participant], [Speaker]1
Second person: [Participant] 1
Third person: default – person features remain unvalued3

Conclusion and Implications

Full and clitic pronouns in Hiaki are not allomorphs and have different underlying
structures.
The absence of 1st and 2nd person accusative clitic pronouns constitute a
paradigmatic gap.

Whether are not the absence of 1st or 2nd person accusative clitic pronouns in Hiaki
constitute a paradigmatic gap depends on whether Hiaki full form and clitic pronouns
are allomorphs or underlyingly different.

The paradigmatic gap in Hiaki is systematic and requires a structural explanation.
The gap in Hiaki is caused by structural differences between full and clitic pronouns
and person hierarchy effects.

Formatting

Defectiveness in the grammar can be on a broader scale than just single isolated
lexical items.

Data

Defectiveness can reflect properties of the linguistic system that cannot be ignored
by linguistic theory.

Coordination is grammatical with full pronouns and ungrammatical with clitics.
vicha-k
see-PRF
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Full forms can only refer to animate antecedents (2). Clitic forms in Hiaki can refer
to both animate (3) and inanimate antecedents (4).
Nominative Contexts: DP and T Agree
Full forms: person features do not need to be valued.
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3rd Person Clitic forms: person features remain unvalued

(3) Am=ania=’e
3plACC=help=2sgNOM
“You help them!” 4
(4) Nee
mesa-po
sgNOM
table-on
“I put it on the table.” 4

1st/2nd Person Clitic forms: person features valued through Agree relation between
Tense and subject DP.
*aapoik/aa=
3sgACC

vicha-k
see-PST

Full and clitic pronouns have different semantic and syntactic properties and do NOT
occur in complementary distribution.

paradigmatic gap: There is no synthetic way to express a particular mental
representation within a paradigm despite language-internal motivation for the wellformedness of the representation.

(2) Empo
vempo’im
2sgNOM 3plACC
“You help them!” 4

aa=
3sgACC=

Full and Clitic pronouns in Hiaki are not in complementary distribution.

Research Question: Does the absence of 1st or 2nd person accusative clitic pronouns
in Hiaki constitute a paradigmatic gap?

(1) Heewi, ofisina-po=ne
Peo-ta
intok apo’ik/*aa=
Yes,
office-at=1sgNOM Pete-ACC and 3sgACC
“Yes, I saw Pete and her at the office.” 4

(6) Hoan
aapoik
Juan
3sgACC
“Juan saw him.”

mana-k
put.container-PRF

Full and Clitic pronouns in Hiaki have different syntactic and semantic distributions.

Accusative Contexts: DP and v Agree
Full forms: person features do not need to be valued
3rd Person Accusative Clitics: person features remain unvalued
1st/2nd Person Accusative Clitics (gap context): failure to value person features
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